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How to Reduce Client’s Perceived Availability of 
Alternative Agents and Increase Client Retention 
By Brian N. Rutherford, PhD, Scott B. Friend, PhD, and  
G. Alexander Hamwi, PhD 

Given the highly competitive market in which real estate 
agents work, striving to attract and retain valued 
customers is important. Understanding what makes a 
client want to leave the relationship is key to long-term 
agent success.  

Recently, a stream of research has emerged from the 
business-to-business sales literature examining buyer 
defections from suppliers and buyer intentions to stay in 
the relationship when multiple suppliers exist for a given 
product or service (e.g., Rutherford, Boles, Barksdale, 
Johnson 2006; 2008; Friend, Hamwi, Rutherford 2011). 
These studies examine customers who are already 
purchasing from firms and/or have alternative firms easily 
available to use as additional sources of supply. On the 
basis of these three studies, we identify the implications 
for the real estate agent-client context and recommend 
methods that real estate professionals can use to reduce 
both customer defections and client’s perceived available 
alternatives. By building client satisfaction and trust, as well as increasing the perception of 
agent commitment, clients will experience lower levels of perceived alternatives, and agents will 
achieve increased levels of client retention. 

Defections From the Client-Agent Relationship 

Client defections occur on the selling side when a client terminates the relationship and decides 
not to renew the listing agreement. When a client defects from the relationship, the agent’s losses 
include the monetary expenses incurred to list the property, as well as the time lost to research 
the value of the property, meet with the client, and show the property.   

From the buying side, a defection occurs when a client decides to work with a different agent, 
and/or decides to look for a property outside the current agent’s area and/or realm of familiarity. 
In either case, if the buyer decides not to continue to work with the agent, the agent loses time 
and money invested to show properties to the potential buyer.  
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Client defection naturally occurs for various reasons. Some examples include: (1) the property 
does not receive an offer at the price the seller is willing to accept (i.e., financial reasons), (2) the 
seller determines that the property s/he currently owns is acceptable, and thus decides to 
discontinue the listing (i.e., no need), and (3) a client fails to qualify for the type/price property 
which he/she desires to purchase (i.e., not understanding needs). While these types of defection 
are important, we highlight the strategies to minimize defection due to issues specifically within 
the relationship between the agent and client.  

Assess Client Satisfaction 

Clients in most real estate markets have a number of alternative real estate firms and agents from 
which they can choose. As the number of alternatives increases, the likelihood of client defection 
also increases. Based on a study of 130 business-to-business buyers of a Fortune 100 firm, we 
find that organizational buyers who procure from one supplier, versus from multiple suppliers, 
have a stronger association between satisfaction with their salesperson and propensity to stay in 
the relationship (Rutherford et al. 2006). Further, the study finds that buyers who procure from a 
single source and have a large level of perceived alternative suppliers (versus no/few alternative 
suppliers) place a high level of importance on satisfaction with their salesperson. Given the 
highly competitive real estate market for acquiring a qualified buyer or a property listing, and the 
large number of agents operating in most markets, making sure the client is satisfied with the 
relationship is absolutely crucial for reducing likelihood that the client will defect to an 
alternative agent. Our study prompts this challenge: Do you, as an agent, have a programmatic 
approach for assessing satisfaction during the selling/buying process?   

Demonstrate Your Commitment, Increase Their Commitment 

In another study surveying 126 business-to-business buyers of a Fortune 100 service firm, we 
found that as a buyer’s perception of salesperson commitment increases, the buyer’s propensity 
to stay in the relationship also increases (Rutherford et al. 2008). Further, we found that the 
relationship dynamics change depending on whether the buyer uses a single source or multiple 
sources for procurement. Specifically, buyers who engage in single sourcing are more likely to 
remain in the relationship as their perception of a salesperson’s commitment increases. Given 
that most client-agent real estate relationships are single-source in nature, agents should show 
their clients that they are fully committed to selling the property (helping them find a new 
property). By doing this, the clients are more likely to reciprocate commitment by remaining 
with the same agent, versus searching for an alternative agent. 

Build Trust to Reduce the Perception of Alternatives 

In a third study focused on customer defections, we surveyed 229 employees who purchase from 
multiple competing suppliers and found that a buyer’s trust in his/her salesperson reduces the 
buyer’s perception of available alternative suppliers (Friend et al. 2011). Further, the data show 
that satisfaction with the salesperson, commitment to the salesperson, and a reduction of 
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perceived available alternatives reduces the buyer’s intentions to defect from the relationship. 
For real estate agents, this study emphasizes the importance of building a strong relationship 
with clients in order to reduce defection intentions. Specifically, agents should strive to show 
clients that they are committed to the relationship, given the impact that perceived salesperson 
commitment has on both satisfaction and actual commitment by the client. Further, the research 
highlights the impact that building both client satisfaction and client commitment has on 
reducing the client’s defections. Finally, with the dual goal of not only reducing defections, but 
also reducing perceived availability of alternative suppliers, this study emphasizes the 
importance of building client trust in the agent. 

Conclusions 

This article provides methods for real estate agents to reduce client defections through 
relationship-building techniques when alternative agents are available. First, agents should work 
to show their client(s) that they are committed to helping the client(s) meet their goals of either 
buying or selling a property. By building client perceptions that the agent is committed to fully 
serve their needs, clients will be less likely to leave the relationship for a different agent. Further, 
by increasing the client’s perception of the agent’s commitment, the client will experience a 
higher level of satisfaction and will be more committed to the agent. Finally, by ensuring that the 
client is satisfied with the relationship, the client will have higher levels of trust and, thereby will 
be less likely to leave the relationship.  
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